Nuclear Physics Roundup
US: Readjustments
The renaissance of nuclear physics in the
USA is meeting some resistance with the
announcement that a committee of the
Department of Energy (which funds most of
the nuclear science in the USA) will propose
in July 1990 which one of three facilities it
will close down to allow the reassignment
of $US 2-5 million of operating funds. The
facilities are the 88 inch cyclotron at Ber
keley, the Atlas facility at Argonne National
Laboratory and the Holifield Heavy Ion
Research Facility at Oak Ridge.
It is likely that the Nuclear Science Advi
sory Committee, whose principle recom
mendation in a 1988 report urged the set
ting up of at least one nuclear theory centre
(see page 113), will meet to analyze the
implications of any decision to cut back
existing facilities for nuclear physics.
Meanwhile, construction of CEBAF (see
Figure) should now finish in 1994, funds for
the proposed Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
are included in President Bush's 1991 bud
get, and there may be a green light for the
Canadian KAON particle beam 'factory' this sion standards are not compatible; and that An illustration of the 4 GeV Continuous
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